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A storage solution for your home offering the ultimate protection against theft!

Finally a storage solution for your home that not only 
helps you reduce clutter and tidy up your space, but 
offers the ultimate protection against theft.

The Secure Storage System is the most versatile 
storage unit on the market, able to integrate  
into any aesthetic setting whilst providing the 
highest level of security for your valuables and 
personal belongings. 

It’s clean and efficient design will bring clarity and 
simplicity to any space in your home. It can be 
installed as an individual cupboard or standard 
unit sizes can join together to create the width you 
require. The depth and height of your unit can also 
vary dependent upon your available space without 
compromising the strength and security of the unit.

Your Secure Storage System is further  
personalised to your needs with a wide range  
of fit-out options – like shelves, drawers, troughs, 
hooks and pegboards providing additional order  
to your secure space.

The Secure Storage System is efficient  
and versatile, able to adapt to numerous  
spaces and applications:

✔  Convert your garage to hide away your work 
bench, secure your gardening and work tools or 
store your golf clubs, fishing equipment, bike or 
your other expensive sporting goods.

✔  Create a new space in your home or office to 
protect your valuables and personal belongings.

✔  Add additional security to existing spaces or 
shelves in your home.  

Lock and leave knowing your 
valuables are protected!
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This Secure Storage  

System is proven,  

certified to  

AS/NZS 3809:1998  

Safes and  

Strongrooms.



How does it work? 

Security and Strength

Not only does the system look great in your 
home and make your life neat and tidy, it is 
also very secure.

The secret to the Secure Storage System is 
the Hand-E-Shutter unique patented design 
with the interlocking curtain and tracks that 
locks the unit together. Like armor-plating, 
each section creates flexibility, strength 
and security for the next providing defence 
against leverage and blunt-force attacks. 

And when it’s time to close up the system, the 
lock engages locking bars into the  
metal guides on both sides of the unit  
and ensures your valuables are protected 
against theft. The system also comes with  
a specially designed heavy duty lock cover  
for added security.

Whether you are wanting to secure 
your valuables, hide away your personal 
belongings or tidy up your space, this  
device is for you. 

Secure Storage Systems is a storage  
solution offering you the ultimate  
protection against theft!

Tried and tested, the strength  and  
security of this system is proven:

✔  Able to withstand in excess of 500kg of 
force without the curtain disconnecting 
from the tracks.

✔  Over 40,000 installations throughout 
Australia, New Zealand and the greater 
Pacific Region in the last 15 years. 

Sizes:   900 x 2100mm (wxh)  
1200 x 2100mm (wxh)

Colours: Pearl White

Closure: Keyed cam lock and heavy  
duty lock cover

 
For sales or installation enquiries email 
enquiries@securestoragesystems.com.au  
or for further information regarding the 
product or to find your local agent  
visit www.securestoragesystems.com.au.  
 

Installing the interlocking curtain
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